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ABSTRACT

73% of the total building stock in the Mid-Atlantic region was built before 1980. Research
shows that at least 40% of the RTUs in California were oversized by 40%. This suggests that
there are a lot of old buildings systems and oversized systems that are in need of replacement
or a retrofit. Over its life cycle buildings operating costs are three times more than its design
and construction cost implying opportunities for savings. Compressors in A/Cs account for a
third of the energy consumption in HVAC equipment and hence they provide great opportunity
for savings especially on older less efficient equipment.
This thesis aims to explore the benefits of retrofits applied to the compressor and burner in the
AC and furnace respectively and how best to analyze these retrofits using Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN)as an empirical model to quantify the savings associated with the retrofit. ANN
is a statistical approach modeled after the central nervous system found in animals,
characterized by its machine learning and pattern recognition capabilities.
Energy consumption was recorded from an air cooled chiller, 2 packaged split A/Cs and 2
heating units in the mid-Atlantic region for pre retrofit and post retrofit periods spanning
shoulder and peak seasons. By creating ANN models of the equipment in the pre and post
retrofit periods the goal was to be able to study the equipment based on the models in the
same environmental period and thereby produce an accurate comparison of the periods of
evaluation. Models were created on an hourly and daily time scale to get an understanding of
the immediate and overall effects of the retrofit action.

Research results showed that while the ANN models were able to accurately match the
recorded data based on regression and correlation values the models were not as strong in
predicting future energy use. The models were also seen to have some difficulty with the rapid
variations in energy use in the hourly models. Additionally a sensitivity analysis conducted
based on environmental predictor variables were not conclusive over the three different types
of equipment studied.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Commercial buildings consumed 17.9 quads of primary energy in 2009 representing 46% of the
total building sector energy use and 18.9% of all primary energy use in the U.S. Heating and
cooling systems contribute 30% of the primary energy use and 36.7% of site energy use in
commercial buildings (EIA Building Energy Data Book, 2011). Much of this is by way of
secondary energy such as electricity which is inherently inefficient in production, transmission
and distribution as a system. Figure 1.1 provides a global view of the energy use in the U.S. and
breaks down the energy use in the building sector to its primary energy sources.

Figure 1-1 Building Energy Use by Primary Energy in the U.S. (EIA Building Energy Data Book,
2011)
In addition the inefficient operation of buildings, energy grid and electricity production
methods lead to the release of greenhouse gases with high global warming potential such as CO
and CO2 which can be harmful to the environment. From Table 1.1 it can be seen that while
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transportation is the greatest contributor to CO2 emissions, the building sector is sizable as well
contributing 40% of all emissions with the commercial sector accounts for 18.5% in 2009.
Electricity as a whole spread out over all sectors accounts for 40% of the CO2 emissions in the
same year (EIA The Emissions of Greenhouse Gases Report.
Table 1-1 U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emissions by End Use Sector (million metric tons of CO2), EIA The
Emissions of Greenhouse Gases Report 2011.

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Total
Electricity Generation

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1,185.1

1,171.5

1,203.7

1,230.1

1,227.8

1,261.5

1,192.0

1,242.0

1,229.0

1,162.2

1,022.0

1,027.3

1,027.0

1,036.0

1,053.5

1,069.0

1,043.4

1,078.6

1,073.5

1,003.6

1,788.1

1,709.2

1,685.8

1,691.9

1,731.1

1,675.2

1,661.1

1,661.6

1,597.6

1,405.4

1,872.0

1,851.5

1,892.4

1,898.9

1,962.3

1,990.7

2,021.9

2,039.6

1,937.9

1,854.5

5,867.2

5,759.5

5,808.7

5,856.9

5,974.7

5,996.4

5,918.3

6,021.8

5,838.0

5,425.6

2,310.2

2,272.7

2,288.1

2,319.2

2,351.5

2,416.9

2,359.5

2,425.9

2,373.7

2,160.3

When zoomed in on the average building there are even more potentials for wasting or
conserving energy. In the design and construction phase, thoughtful design and construction
plans could lead to some savings while also setting up the building to operate efficiently. As can
be seen from Figure 1.2 the design and construction phase of the building is only 2% of the
estimated 30 year cost of the building while taking into account personnel salaries as well.
Under the same conditions, operation and maintenance costs are 6% (Whole Building Design
Guide, 2012). Consequently the breakdown of HVAC system 30 year costs can be seen in Figure
1.3 with energy costs contributing 50%.
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Figure 1-2 Life Cycle costs of a building (Whole Building Design Guide, 2012)

Figure 1-3 Breakdown of HVAC Life Cycle Cost (Whole Building Design Guide, 2012)
Energy use in buildings can be broken down into specific sections such as heating and cooling
(HVAC), lighting, domestic water heating, equipment, etc., to give engineers a better
understanding of how energy is being used in a building and where the opportunities for
savings are. Of all these contributing factors HVAC systems account for the majority (36%) of
the site energy use in a building and hence are prove to have the largest energy losses. HVAC
systems are designed such that they are generally oversized in order to meet extreme weather
conditions and hence operate at their full load only a small fraction of their operative life.
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Retrofits are a common practice, on older buildings especially, implemented by building owners
usually on the advice of engineers, technicians or contractors. Retrofits are conducted in order
to enhance safety, improve building comfort, reduce operating costs and reinforce the overall
durability of the building. A lot of these measures go hand in hand in that one retrofit may have
more than one benefit on the building such as improving the energy efficiency of the building
and reducing utility costs at the same time. The most effective retrofits are those which are
relatively simple to implement with a low up front cost and high return on investment. The role
of building energy analysis is important to building owners in the case of investment,
performance contractors in the case of feasibility and for the utility companies from where the
building draws its power (Yalcintas, 2008).
This thesis looks at heating and cooling systems, and in more detail at retrofit control analysis
on burners in natural gas furnaces and compressors in chillers and split A/C systems. Since
these are the components, respectively, that provide the best opportunities for savings. During
peak loads the burner and compressor are operating at full load continuously for longer
durations than necessary wasting energy in the process. The retrofit used in this thesis operates
such that the controller cycles the burner operation and the compressor operation on a fixed
cycle when under load response thereby regulating the energy use of the equipment. The
controller is flexible enough to be taken offline or put online as desired.
In order to study the effects of the retrofit on the energy consumption of the equipment was
monitored with the controller and without. Since heating and cooling is heavily dependent on
the outdoor conditions the outdoor data was collected for the duration of the tests from the
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Pennsylvania State Climatologist which logs its data from the University Park Airport weather
station. By doing this pre and post retrofit energy use could be compared. Artificial neural
networks (ANN) were used to create models of the data to be able to study them side by side
and with common inputs in order to get a standard whereby the two sets of data could be
compared on a level field. These methods will be described in more detail in Chapter 3.
Thesis Statement
This thesis aims to study the benefits of detailed empirical modeling using measured data from
HVAC systems in the Mid-Atlantic region in order to provide a more accurate retrofit analysis
method which quantifies savings through retrofit accurately while also being able to provide
the some insight into the sensitivity of these models to certain predictor variables. Current
retrofit analysis practices are lacking in accuracy and rely largely on degree day analysis as a
means to quantify savings through retrofits. In order to do this analysts match days in the pre
and post retrofit periods with similar environmental conditions which is not unscientific and
prone to unstable results. This evolution in the methodology is needed as the emergence of
performance contracting as a viable business model and the explosion of green technology
companies with viable, cheap and mass produced retrofit applications is forcing analysts to
approach their means of quantifying savings in a new way. This thesis aims to provide one
option which is relatively simple to use while not requiring any additional time over current
practices.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
According to the latest CBECS data (EIA CBECS, 2003) 86.8% of all building stock is less than
25000 ft2 and 48% is below 5000 ft2 for all non-mall commercial buildings in the Mid-Atlantic
region. Additionally 73% of the total building stock was built before 1980 which would imply
dated and inefficient building systems. In buildings built before 1980 only 20% of them have
had any sort of HVAC retrofit or upgrade since 1980 suggesting that a large portion of buildings
in the Mid-Atlantic region are operating less than efficient HVAC systems.
For heating systems 44% of buildings use a furnace, either by itself or with other systems
making them the most common type of heating system found in buildings. Packaged air
conditioning systems make up 32% of the systems while central chillers constitute just 1% (EIA
CBECS, 2003). These are the systems that will be studied in this thesis and hence it is apt to
have an idea of its current use in the region today.
In terms of HVAC conservation features only 4% have implemented any type Energy
Management Control System (EMCS) which is the retrofit type being implemented in this study.
This might suggest that EMCS aren’t as scrutinized as other HVAC conservation measures such
as Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems or Economizer control systems which are more widely
applied in buildings as a means to save energy. According to CBECS the total energy consumed
by non-mall buildings in the Mid-Atlantic region for heating systems is 467 trillion Btu/year
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while cooling systems consume 40 trillion Btu/year. For the total building stock in the area this
equates to 47000 Btu/ ft2 for heating and 4000 Btu/ ft2 (EIA CBECS, 2003).
This data shows the widespread use of furnaces and split systems being used in the MidAtlantic region that are in need of a retrofit or replacement due to the vast majority of buildings
being built over 30 years ago. When HVAC systems are designed, engineers include a safety
factor thereby introducing a tendency to oversize all equipment. In a survey of practicing
engineers conducted by RLW Analytics in 2000 (Jacobs & Henderson, 2002), respondents
reported that they sized HVAC systems based on intuitive knowledge of building sizes, size of
existing units being replaced, manufacturer’s recommendations and customer preference.
Engineers also stated that energy modeling for projects was based on the complexity of the
project and most of the time they were designing solely to code. The same report suggests that
for more complex projects equipment is selected for design days with the most inefficient
thermal boundary for the building so as to keep the project moving and have architects,
engineers and contractors on the same page. Then as the design becomes final, engineers
agreed that a change of a few percent in load would not warrant reselection of HVAC
equipment. Other engineers stated that as a firm policy a safety factor of 25% was
implemented for heating and a safety factor of 10% for cooling.
Similarly Felts and Bailey (Felts & Bailey, 2000) stated that 40% of RTU’s in California were
oversized by 25% and about 10% were oversized by greater than 50%. The study used RTU
compressor cycling at peak loads as an indicator of oversizing with oversized systems showing
continuous cycling while there was no such cycling with right sized systems. McLain and
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Goldberg (McLain and Goldberg, 1984) in a study of residential HVAC systems reported an
average savings of 0.2% per every 1% reduction in oversizing for systems oversized by at least
50%. Obviously this is not expected to correlate to commercial buildings but it provides an idea
of the potential savings that exist.
While the oversized systems provide a level of security for the designers and the occupants, the
penalty incurred in terms of operation costs are quite high. Conte (Conte, 1996) in his paper
suggested that for conventional boilers annual efficiency could increase from 44.1% to 48.4% by
specifying the correct boiler size. Further it was suggested that by going to a multiple boiler
installation, annual efficiency would increase to 62.7%.
All this data lends support to the fact that majority of the HVAC systems currently in place are
less than efficient. Replacing existing systems may be prohibitive due to the high costs and low
returns on investment especially for systems that have been in operation for less than twenty
years. In such cases retrofits are a viable option to explore to get some extra performance out
of the system. Retrofits are the most effective when the investment is low, installation is simple
and payback is relatively fast. This satisfies all the parties involved with owners saving on
operation costs, occupants having increased comfort and engineers and contractors being able
to generate business in a timely manner. In cases like this retrofit analysis plays an important
role as the owners like to know that the investment was fruitful by being able to see actual
savings, but more importantly for the contractors who in many cases operate on a performance
contracting business model. Through performance contracting the contractors are paid a
percentage of the post retrofit savings to generate revenue. In addition, being able to collect
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valuable pre and post retrofit data allows engineers and contractors to build accurate models to
predict how the retrofit would work and also maybe to develop the retrofit product further.
When modeling HVAC systems to predict behavior and performance one can use a couple
different approaches; forward modeling or inverse modeling. A forward model is modeled from
a purely physical approach using first principal thermodynamic and is usually employed in the
design of HVAC systems. This is a component based model which is parameter intensive
requiring multiple inputs for each component. Such a model is often referred to as a ‘white box’
model (Braun & Chaturvedi, 2011). For these models to be accurate, the components need to
be highly detailed in design and well-tuned. While the model, once completed, can be easy to
modify to mirror control changes or retrofits, verification of the model would require high
instrumentation and measurement that may be time intensive and prohibitive from a financial
point of view. An inverse model is a statistical model that is usually based on measured inputs
and outputs to provide a purely empirical representation of the system. Such models are
generally called ‘black box’ models. While inverse models have the potential for higher
prediction accuracy the main drawback is the inability to ‘look under the hood’, and gain an
understanding of how the system is actually operating. Additionally, inverse models generally
require a long training period usually taking into account more than one season to predict
accurately. This learning period also restricts any major changes in control strategies since the
model would have to adapt to the change. Inverse models could be developed from utility bills
or some simple data collection of system energy use and weather conditions. A third approach
is a combination of a white box model and a black box model to create a ‘grey box’ model that
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is a combination of physical input parameters with statistical parameters (Braun & Chaturvedi,
2011).
Inverse modeling is used prominently in retrofit analysis to be able to see the pre and post
retrofit behavior in practice (Braun & Chaturvedi, 2011). The problem one encounters now is
the best approach to analyze the pre and post retrofit data. Historically linear regression
models such as the Degree Day (DD) method have been used. By assuming a linear relation
between outdoor dry bulb temperature and energy use by the heating or cooling system a
correlation can be found. This correlation is then used to predict the behavior of the system in
different weather conditions. By doing the same analysis for the post retrofit period the two
models could be compared for the same weather data to show potential savings. The degree
day method uses a reference temperature where internal loads offset cooling loads and vice
versa. However since a building does not operate the same everyday a fixed reference
temperature would not provide as accurate a model as with a balance point reference
temperature which varies with the building loads. The advantage of a linear regression method
is that it is relatively simple to use and not very time intensive. MacDonald and Wasserman
(MacDonald and Wasserman, 1989) cite several papers that show that envelope dominant load
buildings provide strong linear regression models as opposed to commercial buildings that are
usually internal gains dominated and vary with building schedules and occupancy patterns. Also
linear regression models can be developed from utility bills and it is not necessary for any extra
metering of equipment though that would be more helpful in providing accurate data.
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Multi-linear regression models are another statistical method that has been found to be quite
useful in the building industry. As with the above method this regression model relates outdoor
conditions to the energy use to create a linear relation. The drawback of single linear regression
however is that energy use is generally dependent on more than just outdoor dry bulb
temperature. Wet bulb temperature and relative humidity are shown to produce more
accurate models for cooling (Zmeureanu, 1990) and perimeter zones with a high percentage of
glazing could be strongly dependent on solar loads. Multi-linear regression models take into
account all these variables. Multi-linear regression allows for the study of multiple variables
effects on the energy use of the system and is a better representation of the actual operation of
the building in its environment. One major drawback of MLR is multicollinearity (Reddy &
Claridge, 1994). Multicollinearity, though not affecting the overall model has been known to
affect how the individual variables relate to the output model. The paper suggests that a
collinear coefficient of less than 0.4 is considered weak while that above 0.7 is considered
strong when applying multi regression models to building energy performance.
On the other hand the advantage of using multi regression is the ability to study the effect of
individual predictor variables on the energy use of the system, in the absence of
multicollinearity. This will allow engineers to pinpoint if the building is envelope dominated,
solar load dominated, internal load dominated, etc.
Lastly artificial neural networks (ANN) will be used to model the system operation. Neural
networks are statistical models that were originally created to mimic the behavior of the
neurological system of the brain. ANN models systems on its ability to learn from recorded data
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in what is known as a training period. As laid out by Yalcintas (Yalcintas, 2008) the structure of
neural networks consist of an input layer, being the inputs such as outdoor temperature,
relative humidity, dew point or internal loads such as occupancy, lighting, plug loads, etc. and
the actual energy use of the system; an output layer that is the model based on the inputs; and
a hidden layer that helps learn the response of the system using weights, biases and transfer
functions that are varied until the model is in close agreement with the recorded system energy
use. A feed forward neural network is the most popular type due to its simplicity with back
propagation the most popular method for computing error gradient (Tso & Yau, 2005). It has
also been shown that ANN provides more accurate models for nonlinear functions, which
would be useful in the study of cyclical HVAC systems (Curram & Mingers, 1994).
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Chapter 3
Location and Equipment
Five separate heating and cooling systems were used to gather data for this retrofit analysis.
Two natural gas furnaces serving two separate zones in the same building; two split A/C’s
serving the same two zones as the furnaces; and a 30 ton chiller serving a conference center.
The retrofit application that was used in this study was shown, based on prior research, to be
most effective on mid-sized cooling (5 tons – 40 tons) and heating (30 MBH – 90 MBH)
applications with lower efficiencies and high wear and tear. The following sites and equipment
were selected based on these criteria.
The locations were chosen on The Pennsylvania University, University Park campus. Each of the
three zones studied had variations in the usage. The 8,950 s.f. Weston Community Center
where the two split A/Cs and furnaces are located was the main office for on campus family
housing. The building was built in 2001 and had all the original HVAC equipment still installed at
the time of this study. Two zones within the building were looked at; the office space and the
playroom.
The office area which covered 1,450 s.f. was on the north end of the building with limited
glazing and some exposure to the east and west. While the internal loads were not factored in
the thesis, it was noted, based on speaking with the occupants that their schedules were fairly
constant over the semester in this area of the building. There were no complaints as to issues
with the heating and cooling in this area based upon occupant conversations. The playroom
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(1080 s.f.) was used as an activity room for the children living in the surrounding housing units.
The playroom was located on the south end of the building characterized by a high percentage
of glazing. The playroom also had a repeatable schedule with exercise classes in the mornings
and two hours of scheduled playtime in the evening. The room could also be booked for any
events within the community. Preliminary analysis mapping the zone system energy use against
environmental predictor variables showed that there was a strong enough correlation between
the two that the internal loads could be neglected without having a significant effect on the
accuracy of the model. Figure 3.1 below shows the community center.

N

Figure 3-1: Image of community center with playroom (red) and office space (yellow) (Courtesy
Bing Maps ©2013)
The third site studied was the Executive Education Center. The chiller serving the building has a
rated tonnage of 30 tons using two, 2 – stage chiller modules of 15 tons each. The building was
built in 1976 and has a gross square footage of 12,485 ft2 and an assignable square footage of
6,491 ft2. The building serves as a conference center that also held classes three times a week
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during the period of data collection. The building is aligned on a northwest – southeast axis
utilizing overhangs as shading along the length of the conference room which is the room with
the highest usage. The southwest façade is also shaded quite heavily by trees in addition to
venetian blinds that are used frequently due to the usage of the projector.

Figure 3-2: Image showing the Executive Education Center (Courtesy Bing Maps ©2013)
The chiller is an air cooled 30 ton DX unit that circulates 25% ethylene glycol solution as its
refrigerant. The chiller serves two air handling units with the larger air handler serving the first
two floors and the smaller air handler serving the third floor of the building. The refrigerant is
circulated by two 1.5 hp, 60 gpm pumps. The chiller control sequence is based on chilled water
supply temperature and is controlled by a Carel PCO3 processor with fully autonomous control.
The controller holds the chilled water supply temperature within a 10F band of 44.9F – 54.8F
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maintaining the variable set point at 50%. The controller also rotates the lead compressor
among the 4 available compressors based on accumulated hours in order to balance the wear
and tear on the compressors. The controller is also used to maintain the condenser pressure at
325 psi at which the condenser fan kicks on to reject heat. The compressor staging is based on
the load and is staged on a 180s delay between stages. This ensures that each compressor
warms up and meets its required differential oil pressure and thereby protects against short
cycling the compressors. Tables 3.1 show a summary of the systems used for data collection.
Table 3-1 Equipment Summary
HVAC UNIT ID
MANUFACTURER
MODEL NUMBER
COOLING SIZE (TONS)
COOLING STAGES
HEATING CAPACITY (MBTU/H)
VOLTAGE

PLAYROOM
SPLIT A/C
FURNACE
YORK INTERNATIONAL

P3URB10N05501E
4
120

60
120

NORTH OFFICES
EXECUTIVE EDUCATION CENTER
SPLIT A/C FURNACE
CHILLER
YORK INTERNATIONAL
MULTISTACK

P3URB10N05501E
4
120

60
120

ASP15X2A2A1-410A
15
2
208

Instrumentation
HOBO Energy Logger H22 was the instrument used to log the current flow across the power
lines using current transducers (CT). The data loggers were programmed to sample data every
second, logging at minute intervals using the averaged sampled data over the minute. The
chiller uses three phase power and hence all three phases are monitored on it. The split A/Cs
have single phase power and are monitored accordingly. For the gas furnaces the current flow
to the burners are monitored so as to measure the length of firing time. Indoor conditions
namely dry bulb temperature and relative humidity were measured using HOBO U10
Temperature Data Loggers. The indoor conditions were measured to ensure stability in data so
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that change in set points does not affect the analysis. Weather data for outdoor dry bulb
temperature, relative humidity and dew point temperature were gathered from The
Pennsylvania State Climatologist. Solar radiation data was sourced from Earth System Research
Laboratory (ESRL) SURFRAD program station at The Penn State University.
Retrofit Controller
The retrofit controller used for this study works in series with the compressor controls in the
cooling systems and the burner in the furnace. Typically compressors work at their most
efficient at full load. This is when there is the greatest demand which leads to a high density of
refrigerant gas on the suction side of the compressor. A thermal expansion valve (TXV) is used
to regulate the amount of refrigerant liquid entering the evaporator. As the load is being met
the TXV control senses a drop in demand and reduces the amount of refrigerant flow to the
evaporator and further on down the cycle to the compressor. This reduces the efficiency of the
compressor and the system as a whole. The retrofit controller works on a fixed time cycle that
can be set to the user’s preference, to cycle the compressor to take advantage of the initial
cycle period where the TXV is operating at its max while maintaining temperature and thereby
producing savings. During the “off” cycle the rest of the system will be operating as normal with
the condensers, evaporators and fans still producing and transferring cooling to the zone.
Burners usually fire for longer than required due to lags in the control set points. The controller
fixes this issue by removing the inefficiency of the system.
One concern that may come up is short cycling of the compressor where extremely short run
times can cause damage by not allowing full circulation of lubricant throughout the
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compressor. The retrofit controller does not allow this to happen as its minimum run time is
higher than a short cycle thereby ensuring that it never happens.
The controller needs to be installed by a technician but is relatively simple and not time
consuming. The controller requires no external power as it is hardwired into the control circuit
and generally uses less than 0.05 amps.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
Buildings consume energy in the form of electricity for the most part. HVAC systems that serve
as the data providers in this study are draw power from the electric grid for the cooling systems
and from natural gas for the furnaces. However all the raw data measured from the sites are
made using current transducers and recorded in amps. It is necessary to convert the raw data
into a format usable such as energy for research and quantifiable purposes. Hence in this case
the raw data was converted to kilowatt-hours (kwh) for the electric systems such as the chiller
and A/Cs and British thermal units (btu) for the natural gas furnace. These are the standard
measurements for energy use within the building industry. For the chiller and A/C the following
conversion is used:

Where:


Kwh = kilowatt-hours used by the system



A = Current in amps logged every minute by the data loggers



V = Voltage in volts across the power lines



PF = Power factor (dimensionless)
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The power factor for both cases is taken to be 0.85 and voltage across the chiller power lines is
208V while the voltage across the split A/C units is 120V. A conversion factor of 60 is used to
convert from minutes to hours.
The gas fired systems are calculated a little differently. The CT’s are connected to the valve that
controls the gas supply to the igniter. When a signal for heating is produced the valve is
energized on using electricity. Since the heating rate of the furnace is known, the energy use
can be found from the amount of gas being drawn. In this case the amp draw corresponds to
the run time of the burner. The max amperage is established as the baseline as 1 minute worth
of the furnace operating at full load (60000btu/h). Amperage readings below the max reading
are measured as a fraction of the max draw and represent a fraction of a minute’s worth of run
time. The relationship is as described below:

Where:


Btu = energy used by the system



Amp = data reading logged at that minute



Max amp = max data reading in order to establish a baseline



Capacity = capacity in btu/h of furnace

Once the data is made usable it is now necessary to relate the energy use with some predictor
variables through which a model is created to replicate the system behavior. The purpose of
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this thesis is to find effective ways to demonstrate HVAC operation before and after retrofits.
The simplest way to do this is by measuring energy use pre and post retrofit. However for HVAC
applications weather plays an important role as a variable due to its effect on the performance
of the system. Hence a straight comparison of energy use before and after retrofits would not
be accurate. The recorded energy use would need to be normalized by taking into account the
variation in the weather for a fair comparison. In order to study the behavior of the equipment
before and after retrofit, statistical or empirical modeling methods have historically been used
as described in Chapter 2. Empirical models use recorded measurements to simulate the
performance of the systems being studied by correlating the output with certain predictor
variables. Rather than creating models based on first principals, which maybe time consuming
and parameter heavy in order to create accurately, statistical models can achieve fairly accurate
models based on recorded equipment behavior. Certain methods that have been used in the
study of HVAC systems are the Degree Day method, bin method and multi linear regression
method.
The raw data collected by the data loggers are sampled every second and logged every minute.
This provides a greater depth of understanding of system operation. When viewed in its raw
format the data is cyclical as can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4-1 Energy profile of chiller with retrofit controller online
The hourly outdoor dry bulb temperature is represented in red on the left hand scale and the
raw energy data in blue on the right hand scale. A fairly clear relationship can be seen between
the outdoor temperature and the chiller operation. As the outdoor temperature increases so
does the energy use of the chiller. This also provides information such as occupancy, with
09/12/12 being a Sunday, represented by the lack of operation during that period.
The same data can be represented in an hourly format by summing the raw data for every hour.
This provides a steady state profile of the system and can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4-2 Hourly energy profile of chiller with retrofit controller online and offline
While there is quite a spread of data a trend can be seen with energy use increasing with
outside temperature. The linear regression models can be used to predict the system
performance in different outdoor conditions. Linear regression is the simplest form of empirical
modeling. In terms of comparison this may work as it can be seen that the system is performing
better with the retrofit controller online however the models created are far to inaccurate to
produce any kind of usable data. This can be further zoomed out to provide a daily energy
profile as can be seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4-3 Daily energy profile of chiller with retrofit controller online and offline
As it can be seen, as the resolution keeps decreasing, the model becomes increasingly
inaccurate. While linear regression models provide a fair idea of the system behavior and are a
good approach to beginning an analysis, most times they are insufficient at providing accurate
models in complex systems such as a chiller. Linear regression forms the basis of the Degree
Day method which is widely used in the industry to model energy use of systems.
Degree Days
The Degree Day (DD) analysis method has been used widely and was one of the first weather
normalization techniques to be used in energy analysis. Degree Days are calculated with
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respect to an outdoor reference temperature such that the internal heat gains offset the heat
loss from the building at this temperature. A linear relationship between energy use and degree
days in the form of

Where:


Energy = Energy use on the y-axis as a function of weather



a = the y-intercept denoting non weather dependent energy use



b = heating or cooling slope



DD = the heating or cooling degree days

In this model it is assumed that the outside dry bulb temperature is the sole variable. Since in
this thesis HVAC equipment is being studied this is a fair assumption to make. Assuming a good
fit for data the above relation could serve as a model for the building energy use, albeit a very
simplistic one.
Bin Analysis
Bin analysis uses the linear regression models and builds upon the basic model by looking at
how the model behaves in small windows based on the predictor variables. By breaking down
the weather data into 5 degree bins and hours of occurrence it allows the energy use to be
studied on a smaller scale and group together data from different times of the year and study
them together. For example in showing equipment behavior for different ranges such as peak
seasons versus shoulder seasons one might be able to determine of the retrofit is more
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effective in one season over the other. The bin analysis takes into account similar outdoor
temperature conditions thereby being able to group similar performance data and compare
them.
Multi linear Regression
While it is possible that the previous two methods may provide accurate models they do so
only with respect to one variable. This may be acceptable for certain applications but when
studying more complex systems it is generally seen that the output is dependent on more than
one variable. By using multi linear regression models the effect of multiple variables may be
seen on the energy use of the equipment before and after retrofit. Studying the heating or
cooling effects in relation to only outdoor dry bulb temperature would not be sufficient to
develop an understanding of the equipment, specifically with cooling which has shown a strong
relation to latent effects (Zmeureanu, 1990).
One of the zones being studied in this thesis also has a high percentage of window glazing
facing south and west where solar insolation could have substantial effects on the zone load. In
addition other outdoor variables such as wet bulb temperature, dew point temperature,
relative humidity and wind speed could affect the equipment performance and would be worth
studying. Multi linear regression follows the model as represented in the following equation.
Each regression variable represents one dimension and individual dimensions can be removed
to study its influence on the energy use model of the system.
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Where:


Y = objective function, energy use in this case



β = regression coefficient



x = regression variables



ε = baseline value when all other variables are zero

Figure 4.4 Multilinear regression graph of the hourly energy use of the furnace serving the
north offices in the community center post retrofit.
Figure 4.4 above is an example of multilinear regression using two predictor variables – dry bulb
and wet bulb outdoor temperatures. Multilinear regression however is not limited to just two
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predictor variables as shown in this example. This graph was created as a means to show the
capabilities of the methodology. Each horizontal predictor axis can be related to the vertical
output axis and it is clear that there is a relationship between all three axes.
Artificial Neural Networks
ANN analysis is not widely used in building systems applications but its use has been rising in
recent times. ANN, as with linear regression models, use recorded energy data to develop the
model in order to be able to compare pre and post retrofit energy use and also to predict
energy use of the equipment in both states. ANN use an input layer which consists of input
variables, usually outdoor conditions, occupancy schedules, etc., an output layer which shows
the response to the input variables which in this case would be energy use and a hidden layer
whose primary function is to relate the inputs to the outputs. A more detailed description of
ANN is provided in the following chapter.
The applicability of ANN has been tested for building energy use in the past 20 years or so.
Methods such as backpropagation, recurrent neural networks, autoassociative neural networks
and general regression neural networks have all been tested relatively successfully with
coefficients of variation ranging from 2-40% (Yalcintas, 2008). One drawback of ANN is the
necessity for a large amount of data that is required for training and testing the model. In order
to create an accurate model the data needs to be collected in a wide range of conditions such
as changing seasons. Another issue that could arise with the long periods of data collection is a
possible change in control strategies that might not be discernible by the neural network (Braun
& Chaturvedi, 2011).
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Chapter 5
Analysis
As stated previously the artificial neural network (ANN) models were created for the two split
A/C units, the two furnace units and the air cooled chiller. The spilt A/C’s and furnace units
serve two separate zones within a community center. One zone serves office space with a
north-eastern façade and the other zone serves an exercise room facing south-west.
Energy use data was collected for a pre-retrofit period in order to establish a baseline energy
use followed by collecting energy use data post-retrofit. Data collection periods were varied to
overlap shoulder season and peak season so as to represent the entire cooling season or
heating season as opposed just one or the other. This also assures that data is collected for
both pre and post-retrofit periods across all seasons. Analysis was conducted on an hourly and
daily basis to get an in depth look at how the retrofit is affecting the system as well as to get an
idea of the overall performance of the retrofit.
The analysis was conducted using artificial neural networks (ANN). ANN is a statistical
methodology used as an analysis tool to quantify savings due to retrofit as opposed to physical
models which would provide a qualitative view of the system. The purpose of this study is to
provide engineers and analysts a tool to estimate retrofit savings and predict future savings
based on a short period of recorded energy use data. The input variables used for the models
were outdoor environmental conditions namely outdoor dry bulb temperature, outdoor wet
bulb temperature, outdoor relative humidity, and solar radiation shown in Table 5-1. The
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weather data is sourced from the local airport weather data while the solar data is sourced
from the SURFRAD database managed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. By selecting these variables the analysis aims to look environmental effects and
assumes internal load effects to be constant over both pre and post retrofit periods for all the
sites.
The ANN analysis uses the Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation algorithm. The network is
consists of three layers namely the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. The input
data consisting of the environmental predictor variables and the actual energy use data. The
hidden layer is made up of weights and biases that are used to train the network and the
output layer consists of the modeled outputs. The data was divided into training, testing and
validation sets on a 70%, 15%, 15% split. The training data is used to train the network based on
environmental input data and the actual energy use data. The testing data set is used to test
the created model and the validation data is used to ensure that the model has reached a
sufficient level of accuracy. The training, testing and validation are measured in this study based
on the mean square error achieving a steady value. The hidden layer for all simulations was
maintained at 10 neurons in order to maintain consistency over all runs.
In order to judge the accuracy of the models the regression value (R2) and the coefficient of
correlation (C) were used as the primary metrics. The R2 value measures the dependence of the
output on the independent variables while the C value measures the linear dependence of the
modeled output with the actual output. Additionally the modeled energy use is compared with
the actual energy use by the systems. These three parameters provide a complete picture of
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the models performance in relation to the actual energy use. Additionally a sensitivity analysis
was conducted and the prediction capabilities of the models were tested as well. These will be
discussed later in the chapter.
Table 5-1: Variable data used for initial ANN model in each case
Variable
Dry bulb temperature (F)
Wet bulb temperature (F)
Relative humidity (%RH)

Input
x
x
x

Solar radiation (Watts/m2)
Energy use (kWh)

x

Output

x

In all cases the ANN model was first created for the pre-retrofit period with the above stated
weather related predictor variables as inputs and the electric energy use as the output. Figure
5-1 below shows the pre-retrofit model data on a daily and hourly basis for the furnace serving
the playroom in the community center with the blue graph representing the actual energy use
and the red hashed graph representing the ANN model. The graphs shown in Figure 5-1
represent data collected from 10/25/2012 through 12/11/2012.
The daily model has a regression (R2) value of 0.90 and the hourly model has an R2 value of
0.88. The actual energy use over the recorded time period was 9.77 MMBtu while the daily
model prediction was 9.73 MMBtu resulting in an error of 0.5%. Similarly the hourly model
energy use prediction was 9.84 MMBtu resulting in an error of 0.66%. Additionally the
coefficient of correlation (C) for the daily model was 0.898 while the hourly model had a C value
of 0.881.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-1: (a) Daily and (b) hourly pre-retrofit ANN models for the playroom furnace
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The other zone studied in the community center is the zone serving the offices on the north
side of the building. Due to the larger size of the zone and the steady nature of the internal
zones the energy use was significantly higher than the playroom zone over the same time
frame. The playroom also had the benefit of receiving more sunlight due to its southern facade.
The R2 value of daily model is 0.930 and the C value is 0.966. The actual energy use of the
furnace was 12.36 MMBtu while the daily model prediction was 12.28 MMBtu for an error of
0.58%. The hourly model had an R2 value of 0.56 and a C value of 0.75. The hourly model
predicted energy use was 12.46 MMBtu for an error of 0.86%. From this information it is clear
that the daily model is accurate on an overall basis and a daily basis based on the regression
and the correlation values.
However the hourly model while producing an accurate overall energy use prediction was not
nearly as accurate on the hourly scale. As can be seen in Figure 5-2 (a) the daily model matches
up quite well with the actual energy use profile. However the hourly model does not match the
actual energy profile as would have been expected which can be seen in Figure 5-2 (b). The
hourly model was not able to match the variations of the actual system indicating that it was
not as dependent on the predictor variables as the hourly model. This may be due to the
increased cycling of the furnace which the model was unable to replicate. The hourly model
was able to capture the general trend of the energy profile while it was lacking in its ability to
model the finer energy profile.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-2: (a) Daily and (b) hourly pre-retrofit ANN models for the North Office furnace
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Table 5-2: Summary of results for the furnaces serving the Community Center
Model
Playroom Daily
Playroom Hourly
North Offices Daily
North Offices Hourly

R^2
0.808
0.776
0.933
0.557

C
Actual Energy Use MMBtu Predicted Energy Use MMBtu % Error
0.898
9.77
9.73
0.41
0.881
9.77
9.84
-0.72
0.966
1.24
1.23
0.81
0.747
1.24
1.25
-0.81

The A/C’s serving the zones are 4 ton split systems with roof top condensing units. The offline
energy use for the A/C serving the playroom was recorded for 30 days from 05/16/2013 –
05/22/2013, 05/30/2013 – 06/10/2013 and from 06/13/2013 – 06/23/2013. The R2 value of the
daily model was found to be 0.918 and the C value was found to be 0.957. The measured
system energy use over this period was 399.85 kWh. The daily modeled energy use was 412.93
kWh for an error of 3.27%. The hourly model had an R2 value of 0.879 and a C value of 0.937.
The hourly model predicted energy use was 407.56 kWh for an error of 1.93%. This data shows
that the model was able to accurately predict the system energy use on the daily or hourly
scale. Figure 5-3 shows the daily and hourly energy profile and energy model for the split A/C
serving the playroom.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-3: (a) Daily and (b) hourly pre-retrofit ANN models for the split A/C serving the
playroom
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The north offices with data collected over the same period as the playroom did not see the
same accuracy in the model as the playroom model. The split unit serving the north offices is
the same commercial model as the unit serving the playroom and has the same capacity. The R2
value of the daily model was 0.877 and the C value was 0.936. The actual energy use over this
period was 364.57 kWh while the model predicted energy use was 370.52 kWh for an error of
1.63%. The hourly model had an R2 value of 0.586 and a C value of 0.766. The daily values
reflect the hourly model for the furnace serving the north offices. This further supports the
evidence that the hourly energy use for the north offices do not correlate strongly with
environmental variables. Figure 5-4 below shows the energy profiles and models for the A/C
unit serving the north offices in the community center on the daily and hourly scale.
Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 summarize the data for the furnace and split A/C models created for
the two zones in the community center. Overall it is quite clear that the daily models in both
these zones are more accurate relative to the hourly models. This may be attributed to the
frequency of variation in the hourly models due to the systems kicking on and off as the set
point is met. These rapid variations are not seen in the hourly model and hence easier for the
neural network to model. In terms of the predicted energy use all the furnace models were
within + 1% of the actual energy use while the split A/C systems predicted energy use were all
within +4%. Of course this alone doesn’t tell much about the precision of the model in terms of
matching the actual energy profile but it does provide confidence in the overall ability of the
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-4: (a) Daily and (b) hourly pre-retrofit ANN models for the split A/C serving the north
offices
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model. The north offices on the hourly scales were clearly the least correlated of all the models
indicating that the energy use was the least dependent on the outside environment and
perhaps more dependent on the interior loads.
Table 5-3: Summary of results for the split A/C’s serving the Community Center
Model
Playroom Daily
Playroom Hourly
North Offices Daily
North Offices Hourly

R^2
0.918
0.879
0.877
0.586

C
0.957
0.938
0.936
0.766

Actual Energy Use kWh
399.8
399.8
364.5
364.5

Predicted Energy Use kWh
412.93
407.6
370.5
370.1

% Error
-3.28
-1.95
-1.65
-1.54

The third site studied was the Executive Education Center. The chiller serving the building has a
rated tonnage of 30 tons using two, 2 – stage chiller modules of 15 tons each. When processing
the data collected from the chiller it was decided to separate the data into weekdays and
weekends since the effect of occupancy on the energy use was a concern. Additionally
weekdays were split into occupied (9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.) and unoccupied hours (6:00 p.m. to
9:00 a.m.). Since this thesis is looking at strictly environmental predictor variables this division
of hours helps to even out external factors that may be contributing to the energy use profile. A
similar approach was taken in a journal paper (Yalcintas, 2008) where the hour of the day was
used as a predictor variable in an ANN model. The reasoning here was that the hour of the day
would be representative of the occupancy in the building. However it was felt that this would
have too great an effect on the model and hence was not done in such a manner in this thesis.
Models were created for weekdays daily, weekdays hourly occupied, weekdays hourly
unoccupied and weekends hourly. No weekend daily models were created as the data was not
sufficient to create an accurate model. The data was recorded over a 20 day period for the
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weekdays from 06/11/2012 – 06/20/2012 and 10/04/2012 – 10/19/2012 and weekends on
06/17/2012 – 06/19/2012 and 10/06/2012 – 10/21/2012. This provides the model more
dynamic inputs and reflects both peak and shoulder seasons. As with the previous cases the
inputs and outputs were as stated in Table 5-1 and the pre retrofit data was used and modeled
first. The neural network was setup the same as for the previous cases.
The R2 value for the daily weekday model was 0.884 and the C value was 0.939 which point to
an accurate model. The actual energy use over this period was 4163.5 kWh and the model
predicted energy use was 4105.1 kWh for an error of 1.4%.

Figure 5-5: Daily pre-retrofit ANN models for the chiller serving the Executive Education Center
The drop off in actual energy use can be seen in Figure 5-5 around the 11th data point at which
the peak season switches to the shoulder season. The model can be seen to correlate well with
both periods indicating that the model has strong prediction capabilities over the whole range
of operation.
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Table 5-4: Summary of results for the chiller serving the Executive Education Center
Model
Weekday Daily
Weekday Hourly Occupied
Weekday Hourly Unoccupied
Weekends Hourly

R^2
0.884
0.887
0.756
0.934

C
0.939
0.942
0.869
0.967

Actual Energy Use kWh Predicted Energy Use kWh
4163.5
4105.1
1843.6
1845.7
2319.9
2269.6
960
969.5

% Error
1.40
-0.11
2.17
-0.99

From Table 5-4 it can be seen that in all the four scenarios the ANN model was able to model
the system accurately with the hourly weekday unoccupied model being the least accurate at
0.756 regression and 0.869 correlation. This is quite anomalous as the two other hourly models
have a regression greater than 0.887 and correlation values greater than 0.942. This drop off
may be due to the limited system use during the unoccupied hours as can be seen in Figure 5-6
(b). This would speak to the limitation of the model as opposed to any issue with the physical
system as the model requires certain amount of data points which it can pattern. Figure 5-6 (b)
shows from point 150 to 300 the actual energy profile is pretty much flat with a couple local
peaks. In the same range the model can be seen to oscillate above and largely below the actual
energy profile. This can be seen on the three hourly models at the Executive Education Center
in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. In periods of system inactivity the model is unable to accurately
replicate the system and has a tendency to oscillate without reaching a steady state. This would
imply that for this air cooled chiller the model is more accurate during the peak season as
opposed to the shoulder season. While this is not reflected in the daily weekday model it is
quite clear in the hourly models.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-6: (a) Hourly occupied and (b) Hourly unoccupied weekdays pre-retrofit ANN models
for the chiller serving the Executive Education Center
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Figure 5-7: Weekends Hourly pre-retrofit ANN models for the chiller serving the Executive
Education Center
Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the effect of each variable on the model in each
case. The correlation value was used as the basis to determine the impact of each variable on
the model with the R2 value as the second determinant in case of a tie in the C values. This was
done by removing a single input variable and leaving the other three in as is and recording the
performance of the model. The performance of each of these runs was then compared to the
original model as listed as shown in table 5-5.
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Table 5-5: Sensitivity analysis for the daily ANN model for the split A/C in the North Offices
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.936
0.877
Solar
0.9098
0.828
RH
0.9194
0.846
DB Temp
0.9428
0.889
WB Temp 0.9448
0.893

It is clear that by removing the solar input variable from this hourly model had the most effect
on the correlation and regression values of the model, followed by the RH and DB and WB
temperatures. This was similarly done for all the models created and the tables can be found in
Appendix. Once the above data was compiled from each model a second step was taken
whereby starting with the full model a variable was taken out one by one starting with the
variable of least effect and ending with the single variable deemed to have the most effect from
the first phase. In the above case, the hourly A/C model of the playroom, starting with the full
model, the WB Temp was removed first and the performance of the model was noted. Then
without putting the WB Temp back into the model the DB Temp variable was removed followed
by the RH.
Some trends were visible in the first phase of the analysis that are worth mentioning. At the
community center, in all four split A/C models (2 zones, daily and hourly) the removal of the
solar variable was seen to have the greatest reduction in the C value and the regression value
as evidenced in Table 5-5 for the daily model of the North Offices system. The initial assumption
here is that the zone system use is most highly related to solar radiation. This is acceptable for
the playroom due to its south-west orientation and high glazing percentage and would be
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expected. It is less obvious for the north offices due to the orientation of the zone and the
perceived dependence of the system on the internal loads from the initial ANN models.
Curiously the variable with the least affect on the model in three of the split A/C cases (North
Offices hourly and daily, Playroom hourly) was the WB temperature with RH being the variable
with the least effect in the other model (Playroom daily). WB temperature and RH represent
the latent load on the system and have been shown to show a strong relation to cooling
systems as compared to sensible loads (Zmeureanu, 1990). It is also interesting to note that
when the WB temperature variable was removed in all cases the correlation value and
regression value of each model improved from the original model. This would imply that we are
possibly over-fitting the model by introducing too many variables and brings up the issue of
multicollinearity among the predictor variables.
Multicollinearity has been shown to adversely affect multilinear regression models (Claridge &
Reddy, 1994) in relation to building energy modeling. However the same cannot be said for
multicollinear effects on ANN models. Few studies have been conducted with regard to these
effects on ANN models such as (Marquez, 1992) and (Carpio & Hermosilla, 2005) showing that
multicollinearity has an inconclusive relationship to the strength of the ANN model.
The second phase of the sensitivity analysis consisted of removing the variables in each case
one by one based on the sensitivity established in the first phase. The solar variable for the split
A/C case was the last variable in each of the four cases and was clear that the single variable is
not able to produce an accurate model by itself.
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Table 5-6: Phase 2 of sensitivity analysis for the daily split A/C model for the North Offices

solar
solar
solar
solar

Variables
RH
temp
RH
temp
RH

Correlation Regression
WB Temp
0.936
0.877
0.945
0.893
0.768
0.590
0.650
0.427

Table 5-6 shows an example of the analysis for the daily model of the split A/C serving the
North Offices in the Community Center and as can be seen the removal of the WB Temp has a
positive effect on the model. However with the removal of the second variable the model
plummets in accuracy. The rest of the tables can be found in Appendix. For the split A/C it
seems apparent that the RH and WB Temp seem to adversely affect the accuracy of the model
reflecting the findings of the first phase of the sensitivity analysis.
Similarly the RH has the least impact on the daily model for the furnaces in the Community
Center based on the first sensitivity analysis and in fact quite significantly increased the
accuracy of the model when removed. However the WB Temp has the most affect on the
model accuracy for the daily and hourly model of the North Offices. These results are divergent
as the RH and WB Temp both represent the latent load on the system and seem to have
opposing effects on the model. Traditionally furnaces are known to have a stronger relationship
with sensible loads such as dry bulb temperature. The DB Temp variable was seen to have the
most effect on the daily model for the playroom while having the least effect on the hourly
model for the playroom.
It must be noted that the North offices daily model had the strongest model overall with the
correlation ranging from 0.944 to 0.970 and the regression ranging from 0.891 to 0.940. On the
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flip side the North Offices hourly model had the weakest model overall with the C value ranging
from 0.742 to 0.747 and the regression ranging from 0.551 to 0.557. The Playroom models
didn’t show much variation in range with the removal of any of the variables either. Again the
thing that stood out was the drastic improvement in the model with the removal of the RH
variable in both the daily models. The correlation and regression improved by 2.8% and 5.0%
respectively over the original in the daily playroom model. Similarly the C and R2 value
increased by 0.4% and 0.7% respectively over the original daily north offices model. The second
phase too did not provide sort of trend to indicate sensitivity with the model performance not
dropping as severely as with the split A/C models except for the hourly playroom model which
dropped 36.3% in correlation and 50.8% in regression from the original model to the last
variable which was solar in this case. The next biggest drop in performance was 6.8% in
correlation and 12.5% in regression for the hourly North Offices model. Overall the four furnace
models were inconclusive in sensitivity as the variation in the model performance was so
minimal save for the positive effect of the removal of the RH variable on the daily models. The
results of the sensitivity analysis can be seen in Appendix.
The chiller was modeled for four scenarios, one daily model and three hourly models. The daily
model was for weekdays while the hourly models were created for occupied weekday hours
(9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.), unoccupied weekday hours (6:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m.) and weekend
hours. For the first phase of the sensitivity analysis all four models were seen to perform
consistently strong with the removal of a single variable. As can be seen from Table 5-7 for the
weekday hourly occupied model the removal of RH had the most effect on the model and only
reduced the C value by 3.5%. This was also the greatest drop amongst the four models in
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relation to their respective original models. In the weekday hourly occupied model and the
daily weekday model the RH was seen to have the most effect on the model while it had the
second most effect on the weekday hourly unoccupied model. It was seen to have the least
effect on the hourly weekend model. The solar radiation and DB temperature seemed to have
the least effect on the model overall.
Table 5-7: Sensitivity analysis for the weekday hourly occupied model for the chiller in the
Executive Education Center
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.942
0.887
RH
0.907
0.823
WB Temp
0.920
0.847
Solar
0.923
0.852
DB Temp
0.926
0.857

This supports the hypothesis that cooling systems correlate more strongly with latent loads as
opposed to sensible loads. No trend was visible with the WB Temp variable in the first phase of
the sensitivity analysis.
The second phase however did shed some more light on the behavior of the model. The
parameters for the weekday hourly occupied model the prediction accuracy fell sharply from
the original model to the single RH variable model as can be seen in Table 5-8.
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Table 5-8: Phase 2 of sensitivity analysis for the weekday hourly occupied model for the chiller
in the Executive Education Center

RH
RH
RH
RH

Variables
WB Temp
Solar
WB Temp
Solar
WB Temp

Temp

Correlation Regression
0.942
0.887
0.926
0.857
0.919
0.844
0.393
0.167

This shows that the RH cannot support the model by itself, however coupled with the WB Temp
we can see a drastic improvement followed by marginal increases with the addition of the
other two variables. Similarly the weekday daily model had a similar drop off with RH as its final
predictor variable suggesting that while the model shows a strong correlation to the RH
variable, it does so only in conjunction with other predictor variables. However the weekend
hourly model which showed the strongest relation to the WB Temp variable performed very
strongly in the second phase as can be seen in Table 5-9.
Table 5-9: Phase 2 of sensitivity analysis for the weekend hourly model for the chiller in the
Executive Education Center

WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp

Variables
Temp
Solar
RH
Solar
RH

RH

Correlation Regression
0.967
0.934
0.965
0.932
0.963
0.927
0.939
0.882

The model performance is almost constant throughout the analysis and still provides accurate
data with the WB Temp as the sole predictor variable. This again lends credence to the
postulate of cooling systems being strongly dependent on latent loads.
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Predictive capability
The final step of the analysis was the use of the models created to predict future or past energy
use of the system by comparing it to previously measured data. Since this study was conducted
to view the effect of retrofits on HVAC equipment this predictive analysis is the overarching
goal that is wished to be achieved. The predictive analysis was conducted by using the pre
retrofit model to predict post retrofit energy use. This was achieved by taking the pre retrofit
model and inputting the post retrofit weather data. The predicted energy use was then
compared to the actual post retrofit energy use to measure the predicted savings from the
retrofit action. The hypothesis here is that the pre retrofit model will predict higher energy use
than the measured post retrofit energy use. Correlation and regression values were not
measured for the predicted post retrofit energy use with the actual post retrofit energy use
since the two sets of values are not expected to be the same and hence those statistics would
not be required.
The pre-retrofit model applied to the post retrofit weather data was conducted for all the
models that were discussed previously. That includes the daily and hourly furnace models, the
daily and hourly split A/C models and the daily and hourly chiller models. It should be noted
that the pre and post retrofit data was analyzed for equal lengths of time that were split over
the peak and shoulder seasons. When looking at the daily model of the furnace serving the
playroom in the community center the actual post retrofit energy use was seen to be 5.64
MMBtu. The pre retrofit model prediction using the post retrofit input variables was found to
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be 7.31 MMBtu for an energy savings of 21.6%. Figure 5-8 below shows the actual and modeled
post retrofit data.

Figure 5-8: Post retrofit data for the furnace serving the playroom using the pre retrofit model
It is quite clear that the modeled data (red), which represents the pre retrofit equipment,
consumes more energy than the post retrofit equipment (blue) consistently over the shoulder
and peak periods from the analytical savings and visually from the graph above. It should be
noted that only the positive values of the modeled data were used to sum the overall energy
use with all negative energy use assumed zero. Similarly the pre retrofit hourly model over the
same period predicted post retrofit period energy use of 7.85 MMBtu for a savings of 22.9%.
Figure 5-9 shows the graphical representation of this data. While the overall future energy use
prediction seems to correspond with the daily model it is clear, visually, that the model is not
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achieving that value in the manner that would be expected

Figure 5-9: Post retrofit data for the furnace serving the playroom using the pre retrofit model
Here the model doesn’t seem to match the actual data quite as well as the daily model
previously showed. However this is seen in some of the previous hourly models where the
model had difficulty matching the rapid variations in the actual hourly data. It seems clear that
this is more of a problem in future predictions. For one the model does not seem to be able to
predict periods of zero energy use (when the system is inactive) in the hourly model and this
may also be said for the daily model where the energy use can be seen to go to negative values
in Figure 5-8. However the hourly model seems to perform better in the shoulder period (save
for the inactive periods) than it does during the peak period where it doesn’t seem to follow
the actual energy profile as closely. A summary of energy savings due to retrofits for the
furnace models can be seen in Table 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Post retrofit data for the furnace serving the north offices using the pre retrofit
model

Figure 5-11: Post retrofit data for the furnace serving the north offices using the pre retrofit
model
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Figure 5-10 and 5-11 show the graphical representation of the predictive capabilities of the
north offices furnace models characterized again by its inability to accurately model the hourly
case in terms of the rapid system cycling.
Table 5-10: Summary of savings due to retrofit for the furnaces serving the community center

Playroom Daily
Playroom Hourly
North Offices Daily
North Offices Hourly

Actual Post Retrofit
Energy Use (MMBtu)

Predicted Energy
Use (MMBtu)

% Savings

5.64
5.64
7.92
7.92

7.32
7.85
9.42
11.06

21.62
22.91
15.67
25.25

The furnace serving the north offices in the community center had a similar problem for the
hourly predictions in that it was more accurate over the shoulder season as opposed to the
peak season. The hourly prediction again had trouble replicating the rapid cycling of the system
when compared to the daily predictive model.
When these predictive models were conducted for the split A/C’s the hourly predictions were
seen to be more accurate than the daily predictive model which was the opposite of how the
furnace models played out. Table 5-11 provides a summary of the retrofit savings for the split
A/C’s.
Table 5-11: Summary of savings due to retrofit for the split A/C’s serving the community center

Playroom Daily
Playroom Hourly
North Offices Daily
North Offices Hourly

Actual Post Retrofit
Energy Use (kWh)
439.10
439.10
386.08
386.08

Predicted Energy
Use (kWh)
448.78
414.81
429.18
373.10

%
Savings
1.90
-5.88
9.36
-3.55
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It is also evident from the table that there is not the same consistency within each zone for the
hourly and daily models as there was with the furnace models. In fact, the hourly models both
seem to predict the pre retrofit equipment consuming less energy than the post retrofit
equipment which would go against the assumption that the retrofit implementation is saving
energy. Figure 5-12 and 5-13 show the daily and hourly predictions for the playroom A/C in the
community center.

Figure 5-12: Post retrofit data for the A/C serving the playroom using the pre retrofit model
It is quite clear from the above figures that the hourly model seems to match the actual post
retrofit energy use more accurately than the daily model. However the modeled energy use
doesn’t seem to be able to match the peaks shown by the actual energy use.
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Figure 5-13: Post retrofit data for the A/C serving the playroom using the pre retrofit model

Figure 5-14: Post retrofit data for the A/C serving the north offices using the pre retrofit model
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Similar issues were seen for the A/C model of the north offices on the daily and hourly scale. As
can be seen in Figure 5-14 the pre-retrofit model is not able to match the post retrofit energy
profile as closely as would be desired. The hourly model as seen in Figure 5-15 had similar
issues to the other hourly models in that it was unable to predict the off cycle periods
accurately and hence artificially inflated the predicted energy use of the pre-retrofit model in
the post retrofit period. So far based on the Weston Community Center models it is quite clear
that the ANN predictive capabilities for the hourly models are not reliable especially when
looking at the split A/C systems. In fact the split A/C systems do not seem conducive to the ANN
predictive modeling as neither the hourly nor the daily models were able to match the actual
energy profiles as desired.

Figure 5-15: Post retrofit data for the A/C serving the north offices using the pre retrofit model
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Finally the prediction analysis was conducted for the chiller serving the Executive Education
center. The models looked at were the Weekday Daily Model, the Weekday Hourly Occupied
Model, the Weekday Hourly Unoccupied Model and the Weekend Hourly model.
Table 5-12: Summary of savings due to retrofit for the chiller serving the Executive Education
Center
Actual Post Retrofit
Energy Use (kWh)
Weekdays Daily
3604.70
Weekdays Hourly Occupied
1845.30
Weekdays Hourly Unoccupied
1759.40
Weekends Hourly

1239.90

Predicted Energy
Use (kWh)
4817.69
2346.52
2709.58
1661.41

% Savings
23.53
21.03
15.31
23.16

From Table 5-12 it would be it can be seen that there is some consistency in the % savings over
the four chiller models which would lead one to believe that the models predictive capability is
reliable in this application. However as with the previously seen cases the graphical
representation tells a different tale.
Figure 5-16 through 5-19 represent the post retrofit energy profiles of the four chiller models
and the corresponding pre retrofit predictions. As can be seen the predictions are not able to
consistently match the energy profiles of the actual post retrofit system be it a lag in the system
profile, an inability to accurately predict inactive periods or inaccurate spikes in energy use.
Particularly the issue seems to rise when trying to predict the system performance over two
seasons such as the peak and shoulder season as has been conducted in this study.
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Figure 5-16: Post retrofit data for the chiller weekdays daily pre retrofit model

Figure 5-17: Post retrofit data for the chiller weekdays hourly occupied pre retrofit model
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Figure 5-18: Post retrofit data for the chiller weekdays hourly unoccupied pre retrofit model

Figure 5-19: Post retrofit data for the chiller weekends hourly unoccupied pre retrofit model
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Yalcintas (2008) showed that on shorter time scales where the energy profile is constant and
repeatable (indicating stable weather patterns and building loading) a better fitted prediction is
possible. However this approach is only good for predicting one season at a time and hence is
not an accurate barometer when extrapolating the model over a year or longer periods. That
being said, based on the evidence from this study which used data from both peak and
shoulder seasons to study the effect of the ANN model prediction it is clear that combining the
two is not going to produce useable data especially for the split A/C and chiller systems. It
would seem more prudent in fact to study each season separately and then extrapolate over
that season resulting in four separate periods for the yearly energy use predictions. If planning
to combine both peak and shoulder seasons then a larger data set would be required for the
neural network to be able to grasp the patterns of the inputs. However this might require a
longer time commitment than the investigator may have available.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This study was conducted as a means to quantify retrofits in HVAC systems using statistical
analysis as a tool for engineers to be used in the field. By taking simple energy use
measurements, in this case electricity and natural gas, before and after the retrofit action and
applying the ANN analysis, this thesis aimed to compare the pre and post retrofit energy use
normalized over environmental predictor variables. The basic idea was to create system models
of the pre and post retrofit HVAC equipment and compare them by using the same input
variables thereby showing the theoretical effects of the retrofit implementation.
Five sites on The Pennsylvania State University’s University Park campus were used to gather
experimental data over a one year period. Two split A/C’s, two natural gas furnaces and an air
cooled chiller were studied. The systems served varying building use types but none of the
internal loads were taken into account in the models and were reasonably assumed constant
over the pre and post measurement periods. The same retrofit application was used at all the
sites and is described in Chapter 3.
The ANN analysis was conducted using the MATLAB 2012 software package and utilized the
Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation algorithm. ANN models were created for all the sites
on daily and hourly scales for the pre and post retrofit periods that were intended to scale both
peak and shoulder seasons so as to achieve a comprehensive model of the system energy usage
over a year. The models were measured for regression and correlation to the actual values as a
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measure of its accuracy. Following this a sensitivity analysis was carried out to identify any
trends within the systems and the predictor variables which were all based on environmental
conditions. Interior loads were assumed to be constant. Finally the predictive capability of the
model was tested by using the pre retrofit model in all cases to predict the post retrofit energy
use based on the post retrofit input variables.
The ANN was able to accurately model the system energy use for all the sites to a high degree
especially on the daily models. The hourly models for the North Offices in the Weston
Community Center were lacking for both the furnace and the split A/C. The hourly models had
much more rapid variations in the energy profiles with the compressors cycling at a high rate as
the temperature set point was being met, which may have caused the ANN model to not learn
the pattern. Similarly the chiller was seen to provide strong models with the weekday
unoccupied model being the weakest at 0.76 regression and 0.87 correlation. When the chiller
was inactive, the model in all the four cases was seen to oscillate above and below the actual
energy use without holding steady at zero. This might indicate that the model was better able
to model the chiller system during peak conditions as opposed to milder weather conditions.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the ANN model’s dependence on each predictor
variable for each site. Based on the first stage it was seen that for the split A/Cs unit in the
community center the solar variable had the most impact on the daily and hourly models. In
three of the four cases the WB Temp was seen to have the least impact while the RH was seen
to have the least impact in the remaining model. The second stage of the analysis showed that
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the playroom split A/C models were accurate with solar radiation as the sole predictor while
the north office models were not.
The furnace models were not as conclusive in the analysis with no stand out trends in the first
phase. The WB Temp was seen to have a greater effect on the models while the RH was seen to
have the least. However in the second phase it was seen that save for the hourly playroom
model the removal of three variables was not seen to have a great effect on the model
performance showing that the each variable was correlated to the energy use strongly enough
to carry the model by itself.
Similar to the furnace models the chiller models were not able to provide a conclusive trend
from the first phase, although overall the RH was seen to have more influence on the model
relative to the other variables followed by the WB Temp. In this case it was seen that the latent
load was more strongly related to the cooling, however this was not the case in the split A/C
models. The second phase showed that the all the four models were able to perform strongly
with at least two of the most correlated variables. There was a large drop off from two
variables to the last one suggesting that at least one other variable is required in conjunction
with the latent variable.
The predictive analysis was not seen to be as successful as the initial models had shown. While
the raw energy use values compared favorably for modeled versus actual energy use the graphs
showed that the model is not able to predict the actual energy use as well as would be
expected. This may be an issue with combining peak and shoulder seasons as was seen with the
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model not being able to effectively replicate the system when inactive. With more training data
this issue may be resolved.
While this thesis provides a good starting point and some insights using sensitivity analysis and
shows that ANN modeling can be used to effectively replicate HVAC system energy use it has
been show to lack in its predictive capabilities which was one of the hypotheses that were to be
proven. In the future, researchers may build upon this by separating the peak and shoulder
seasons to get more accurate reads in terms of predictive capabilities. Another important factor
that needs to be investigated is the effect of internal loads as a predictor variable. The author
was not able to substantially record to the occupancy schedules due to the length of time of
data collection and the inherently variable nature of these building occupants. Similarly OEM
manufacturers have the ability to adapt ANN models with TMY data as an alternative to degree
days to provide savings data to customers be it from factory testing or field testing. Overall ANN
modeling for retrofit analysis has proven to be accurate, more so on the daily scale than the
hourly scale, given the right selection of predictor variables and sufficient amount of data for
training and testing and is a viable option for future energy modelers.
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APPENDIX
Playroom Split A/C sensitivity analysis

F4 Daily
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.957
0.918
Solar
0.932
0.859
DB Temp
0.961
0.924
WB Temp
0.976
0.952
RH
0.979
0.959

F4 Hourly
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.938
0.879
Solar
0.812
0.660
RH
0.934
0.872
DB Temp
0.937
0.878
WB Temp
0.937
0.878

solar
solar
solar
solar

solar
solar
solar
solar

F4 Daily
Variables
temp
WB Temp
temp
WB Temp
temp

F4 Hourly
Variables
RH
temp
RH
temp
RH

RH

Correlation Regression
0.957
0.918
0.979
0.959
0.988
0.977
0.879
0.773

Correlation Regression
WB Temp
0.938
0.879
0.937
0.878
0.867
0.752
0.868
0.753
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North Offices split A/C sensitivity analysis

F5 Daily
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.936
0.877
Solar
0.910
0.828
RH
0.919
0.846
DB Temp
0.943
0.889
WB Temp
0.945
0.893

F5 Hourly
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.766
0.586
Solar
0.594
0.352
DB Temp
0.761
0.597
RH
0.764
0.583
WB Temp
0.771
0.595

solar
solar
solar
solar

solar
solar
solar
solar

F5 Daily
Variables
RH
temp
RH
temp
RH

F5 Hourly
Variables
temp
RH
temp
RH
temp

Correlation Regression
WB Temp
0.936
0.877
0.945
0.893
0.768
0.590
0.650
0.427

Correlation Regression
WB Temp
0.766
0.586
0.771
0.595
0.722
0.521
0.698
0.487
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Playroom furnace sensitivity analysis
F4 Daily
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.898
0.808
DB Temp
0.882
0.779
Solar
0.886
0.806
WB Temp
0.906
0.820
RH
0.926
0.858
F4 Hourly
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.881
0.776
Solar
0.868
0.754
WB Temp
0.877
0.771
RH
0.878
0.769
DB Temp
0.881
0.776

Temp
Temp
Temp
Temp

Solar
Solar
Solar
Solar

F4 Daily
Variables
solar
WB Temp
solar
WB Temp
solar

F4 Hourly
Variables
WB Temp
RH
WB Temp
RH
WB Temp

RH

Temp

Correlation Regression
0.898
0.808
0.926
0.858
0.948
0.838
0.871
0.759

Correlation Regression
0.881
0.776
0.881
0.776
0.863
0.745
0.518
0.268
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North Offices furnace sensitivity analysis
F5 Daily
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.966
0.933
WB Temp
0.944
0.891
Solar
0.955
0.913
DB Temp
0.955
0.913
RH
0.970
0.940
F5 Hourly
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.747
0.557
WB Temp
0.742
0.551
DB Temp
0.743
0.552
RH
0.745
0.555
Solar
0.745
0.555

WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp

WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp
WB Temp

F5 Daily
Variables
solar
Temp
solar
Temp
solar

F5 Hourly
Variables
Temp
RH
Temp
RH
Temp

RH

Solar

Correlation Regression
0.966
0.933
0.970
0.940
0.964
0.929
0.898
0.808

Correlation Regression
0.747
0.557
0.745
0.555
0.739
0.546
0.734
0.539
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Chiller sensitivity analysis
Weekdays Daily
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.939
0.884
RH
0.906
0.823
DB Temp
0.921
0.848
WB Temp
0.929
0.863
Solar
0.969
0.939
Weekdays Hourly Occupied
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.942
0.887
RH
0.907
0.823
WB Temp
0.920
0.847
Solar
0.923
0.852
DB Temp
0.926
0.857
Weekdays Hourly Unoccupied
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.872
0.804
Solar
0.863
0.745
RH
0.867
0.751
WB Temp
0.867
0.753
DB Temp
0.869
0.756
Weekends Hourly
Variable Correlation Regression
All
0.967
0.934
WB Temp
0.960
0.922
DB Temp
0.962
0.926
Solar
0.964
0.929
RH
0.965
0.932

RH
RH
RH
RH

Weekdays Daily
Variables
temp
WB Temp
temp
WB Temp
temp

Weekdays Hourly Occupied
Variables
RH
WB Temp
Solar
RH
WB Temp
Solar
RH
WB Temp
RH

Weekdays Hourly Unoccupied
Variables
Solar
RH
WB Temp
Solar
RH
WB Temp
Solar
RH
Solar

Weekends Hourly
Variables
WB Temp
Temp
Solar
WB Temp
RH
Solar
WB Temp
RH
WB Temp

Solar

Temp

Temp

RH

Correlation Regression
0.939
0.884
0.969
0.939
0.966
0.933
0.736
0.546

Correlation Regression
0.942
0.887
0.926
0.857
0.919
0.844
0.393
0.167

Correlation Regression
0.872
0.804
0.861
0.774
0.832
0.737
0.751
0.677

Correlation Regression
0.967
0.934
0.965
0.932
0.963
0.927
0.939
0.882

